
Fashion Trend: Micro and Itty
Bitty Bags

By Emily Green

Micro and itty bitty bags is a fun new fashion trend making
its way around the globe. Many find these bags comical due to
their extremely small size, as no one knows what you can
actually fit inside. You may not realize these bags can be
used for a variety of purposes. Check out our fashion advice
and see how you can incorporate micro and itty bitty bags into
your style:
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Micro  and  itty  bitty  bags  is  a
fashion  trend  that  leaves  many
people  confused.  What  are  some
purposes  for  these  bags  in  your
wardrobe?

These  small  minuscule  bags  do  seem  very  impractical  for
virtually  any  use.  The  great  thing  about  fashion  is  that
things  in  your  wardrobe  can  have  many  different  uses,  no
matter  what  the  item  may  be.  Here  are  a  few  of  Cupid’s
favorite fashion tips to incorporate a micro or itty bitty bag
into your wardrobe:

1. Use it to hold hair accessories: No matter if you’re out on
the town or simply shopping with friends, you always need a
place to keep your hair accessories. A micro or itty bitty bag
is the perfect place to keep any hair ties, clips, or bobby
pins that you may need on the go.

Related Link: Fashion Trend: Bamboo Handbags

2. It can hold mints/gum: Everyone needs mints or gum on hand.
Whether you’re going on a first date or heading into a job
interview, mints or gum are the perfect thing to keep in your
micro or itty bitty bag to keep your breath smelling fresh.

Related Link: Fashion Trend: 5 Trends Making a Comeback in
2019

3. Use it to hold earrings: Sometimes your earrings can become
a bit much when you are out and about. On the other hand, you
also need a place to keep your earrings if you’re running out
the door and haven’t had time to put them in.

4. Wear it as a necklace: A bold statement to your wardrobe, a
micro or itty bitty bag can be a great addition to any look on
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the runway or in real life.

What are some other ways to incorporate a micro or itty bitty
bag into your wardrobe? Let us know in the comments below!


